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These sets of rounds are to bring the final count for each square to 
the same amount so that you are ready for joining. Please take note 
of which square uses which set of rounds. They are listed above the 
instructions for each set of rounds to help you. Numbers in brackets 
after square numbers refer to the count per side for those squares. 

 
Single crochet (sc) has been used, starting with ch1 which doesn't 

count as a stitch throughout, and the first sc is worked in the same 
stitch as the ch1.  

The hidden stitch, where mentioned, is the first stitch after a 
corner chain space. 

Each round is joined with a slip stitch (slst), to the first sc of that 
round.  

No colours have been added as you are free to choose whichever 
colour you want. If you use one colour for all rounds, slst to the 

corner chsp to start the next round each time. 
 

If you are using less squares for your project and want a larger 
border around each square, you may use half double crochet (hdc), 
or double crochet (dc) instead. If you choose to use hdc, you can 

still start with ch1 and hdc in the same stitch as the ch1 but if you 
choose dc, you will need to ch3 first which will count as your first 

stitch then work the next dc into the next stitch. 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Set A for squares with 38sts per side plus ch1/ch2 in each 
corner 

Te Puna, Friendship, Ponga Tree 
 

Round 1 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, sc in next 38sts* 4 times. (42sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 42sts* 4 times. (44sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 
 

Set B for squares with 39sts per side plus ch1/ch2 in each 
corner 

Ferris, A Stitch In Time, Seaglass, Ngaru Moana, Wheat 
Bouquet, Yona, Dahlia Delight 

 
Round 1 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, sc in next 39sts* 4 times. (43sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 

 
 



 
 
 
 

Set C for squares with 39sts per side plus a st in each corner 
Snow Maiden, Soulmate 

 
Round 1 - Join in any corner st, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner st, sc 
in next 39sts* 4 times. (43sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 
 
Set D for squares with 20sc and 19ch2 per side plus ch2 in each 

corner  
Luna and Stella 

 
Round 1 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, (sc in next sc, sc in next chsp) 19 times, sc in next sc* 4 times. 
(43sts, ch2) per side 

 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 
 

 



 
 
 
 

Set E for squares with 40sts per side 
Square Of Muis 

 
Round 1 - The corner will be ch2 in this round. Join in the first st of 
any side, ch1, sc in next 39sts, (2sc, ch2, 2sc) in last st of side, 
working along next side, *sc in next 39sts, (2sc, ch2, 2sc) in last st 
of side * 3 times. (43sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 
 
Set F for squares with 40sts per side plus ch2/ch3 in each 
corner  

Dutchy, Dutchy Too, Tribute, Dvorah, Butterfly Kisses, Yoga 
Flower, Diamond Earth 

 
Round 1, Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, sc 
in next 40sts* 4 times, join with slst to first sc. (42 sts, ch2) per 
side. 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 42sts* 4 times. (44sts, ch2) per side 
 



Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Set G for squares with 41sts per side plus ch2 in each corner 
Noughts, Crosses, Water Lily 

 
Round 1 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 41sts* 4 times. (43sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 

 
Set H for squares with 41sts per side plus a st in each corner 

Arizona, Ocean Sun 
 

Round 1 - Join in any corner st, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner st, sc in 
next 41sts* 4 times. (43sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Set I for squares with 42sts per side plus ch1/ch2 in each 
corner 

Cables And Columns, Boxed Honeycombs, Atalia's Star, Ceiling 
Rose, Aurora 

 
Round 1 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 42sts* 4 times. (44sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
skip hidden st, sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(2sc, ch2, 2sc) in corner 
chsp, skip hidden st, sc in next 44sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 

 
Set J for squares with 44sts per side plus ch2 in each corner 

Misty Morning, Delilah 
 
Round 1 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
skip hidden st, sc in next 43sts* 4 times. (45sts, ch2) per side 
 
Round 2 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
sc in next 45sts* 4 times. (47sts, ch2) per side 



 
Round 3 - Join in any corner chsp, ch1, *(sc, ch2, sc) in corner chsp, 
skip hidden st, sc in next 46sts* 4 times. (48sts, ch2) per side 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


